in the past, producing, for e?M?lple, ‘sonlere’ (in the sUlll
e. perhaps under the
‘;qxilc‘ (in April), ‘skGbe’ (in the written form).
it117xncc of Esperanto adverbs, created a new Englis

customary

I t’ound

this

book a pleasure to read. It deals with a neglected but worthw

area of linguistics. We all have a tot to learn a
regularity, the role of redundancy and ambiguity, an
studying planned languages. If 1 have one quibble, it is that there was no atte
to cornp;w!
;i plam
auxiliary langua
auxiliary lmguage s h as the Pidgin
son-tcthing to Icxn front interlinguists but
10 Icarn from creoL.;ts. who study languages
c;hon, ttx very thing hat pianntzd languages were created for. I am not against
mm-made or woman-made languages but. having read this book carefully. I find
IN>self qrtxing with Alfred de Saint-Quentin ( 1WE Iciii-ix):

Elgin, Suxttc‘. 19SS. Sat~vc tongue. London: The Women’s Press.
I_c~~, Dw\inica. 1950. An&-Norman in the cloisters. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press.
Pro
l”t‘,~ll~~.
Giusqy~e, 1915. \‘ocahulsw commune ad Latino-Italiano-Francais-English-Deutsch.
usu dt intcriinpistas.
Turin: Cs~orctto.
dc Sdint-Quentin. Alfrel et Auguste. ISJ,.1 Introduction ;i l’histoire de Cayenne suivi d’un recueil
dc conks. fables et chansons en crbole. Ant&s.
.I!<. BQPO!+.!:islmade language. Londan: Routledge and Kegan Paul.
Todd. Loreto. 1990. Pidgins and creoles. London: Routledge.
Wilkins. John. 1668. 4n essay towards a real character and a philosophical language. London.
[Reproduced by Scalar Press. Menston. 1968.1

endon. Sign languages of Aboriginal Australia. Cultural, semiotic and
communicative perspectives. Cambridge: Cambridge Vniverslty Press, 1988.
XV+ 542 pp. &30.00 (hardb.): US $59.50 (hardb.).
Reviewed by Gunter Senft*
If I were a gifted cartoonist, I would start this review with a kind of cartoon
* Correspondence address: G. Senft, Forschungsgruppe iuh Xogmtwe Anthropologie.
Psycholmguistk, P.O. Box 130, NL-6500 A I-I Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
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llo~ing action: the cartoon would show a person and his/her
ne hand moving to-wards t
son while in contact with the
oreover, I would indicate
ustralian Aboriginal woul
ough this edition of the
obable, especially if the
his Aboriginal woul
‘sign language’ - thus realizin
iately that this review deals
ic this sign refers to. Unfor
have to start my review
all anthropologists
and linguists interested in Oceanic
languages who are familiar with Kendon’s research especially of the last
10 years were waiting rather impatiently for his monograph on Sign languages
of Aboriginal Australia, a book Kendon announced last in 1987 as being ‘in
ter the monograph was pub987: 28, 68). A year
preparation’ (Kendo

!ished. There are a l&SW
p!oneenng t%.lkl;P~tlA~C
yuV~‘rr~LEvEE3
en
(openly and secretfy)
spoken and signed languages in Oceania, especially in Australia, that are
landmark; f;? the more recent
nit linguistic research history; i wou’id like
to ref% the interested reader in
s context to some of the publications of the
Pacific Linguistic Series, to some publications of the University of Hawaii
Press, and to the publications of researchers like Dixon (see e.g., 19711,1972,
1980), Hale (1971) Kuschel (1974), and Wurm (see e.g., 1972). Adam
Kendon’s monograph is a masterpiece of linguistic. anthropological
and
semiotic research that can lay claim to be mentioned in this illustrious series
of publications - and rightly so.
In the preface of his book, Kendon briefly mentions the history of his
research, emphasizes that he still considers his work preliminary because he
judges his data as insufficient, and states “further work would be worthwhile,
if such is still possible” (p. xii). Everyone familiar with the rapid changes
taking place in Oceania these days will understand this scepticism only too
well. After the preface Kendon presents a brief and exact description and
definitions of his orthographic conventions and descriptive terms.
he reader to the conception. scope. and
The first four chapters intro
used is clearly defined and the
terminology
topic of the monograph. Here
basic differentiation
between primary sign languages - or sign languages
proper, like American Sign Language (ASL) or British Sign Language (ML) and alternate sign languages like the system used by the Ahoriginals cf central
Australia that are “developed by peop e already compelem in some spoken
written forms of languqs in
language” (p. 4) and which “do not re
any systematic way” (p. 5) is explicitly made. hese introductorv _ chapters also
review the history of the studies on Aboriginal sign languages and present a
concise geographical review of the distribution of the sign languages, discussing their different degrees of developmeni and their functions. With respect
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tlje ~~~vt~lopn~entof sign

languages Ktndon emphasizes

t

cithcr with the imposition of speech tabo
01~ fcm;llcs ;is p;u-ts of mourning rituals or with spec
rnalcs in initiation ceremonies, or, thou
for silent communication
while hunti
differences between sign language and
ecessary ethno
;woidance, and mystic language and th
;irb’ ;\ss&itc~l

l

uistic background for
area: stlso, he lists the
m.. presents the methods of data gathering pursued
Anyono not esperienced in field-research her him
hardships ;l field-worker a~cpts;

however, the read

wrksr’s satisfaction in presenting results that are based on ssmd data
tht m-t t’w: controlhkle
- a good compensation ft>
ant‘ t1;3sto cvxcon7rs in the fidd.
-r-l,
1 ilr” siiidy

of ;he sigri laiigi;ages

OrE *I--I 1L w-T,‘l
9 L_

prqxr

stam

wi!h

chapet

5. Here

Kcndon describes the sign structure. i.e.. he discusses hovv signs are presented and
whit
ftijtures distin&h
one sign from the other. Kendon’s
ervation that
there is “almost no use of facial action in sign formation” (p. I
is one of the
surprising findings here. This chapter also presents some basic principles for the
an4ysis 0f these sign fanp~ges. es
ally an explication of the notation system
Kcndan developcc on the basis of
koe‘s ASL notation system (Stokoe 1960,
1978) fbr the needs of his studies. Appendix I lists these ‘sign notation symbols’.
The system demands some getting used to; hovvever, once the system is understood, the rcadcr can only approve of Kendon‘s candor and ingenuity in
dopting
and nwdifhg Stokoe’s system for his own needs.
The n~onograph &mtinues with the discussion of the relationship between
si_cn meaning and outlines a framework for grasping an.d
analyzing the **processes by which signs come to have the forms they do”
(p. 191).
After this discussion Kendon compares the sigh organization with the
phonology
and especially the morphology of the spoken language: it is shown
that “the morph&@ca!
structure of the spoken langtlage . . . has the greatest
influence on the organization of signs” (p. 223).
~~oreo~r. the author discusses how aspects of spoken language grammar
Iike ~rammittical endings. semantic case endings. derivational sufhxes, enclitics. T~rson. space and time are represented in sign. It becomes quite clear that
signs in no way represent spoken language morphology completely. Among
the main findings here we note that only the lexical items of the spoken
Ianguage are represented in signs.
Chapter 9. an altered version of Kendon (1%8), examines and compares
discourse in sign and speech. The transcriptions
of the fascinating data
analyzed here art: prtsented in Appendix II. Here Kendon emphasizes once

t
e

for it ensures a thoro

fdly autonomous systems
semantic
unitsprcrvided by

essage sent; moreover, tefh
r dimension to the

After that, Kendon examines si
for kinship within the data from the
NCD and from corpora found in
literature for other parts of Australia.
body-part pointing signs - within the NCD
but are substantially
different from 111 hL-i- 11 E-IMP
i
a155”l3
ln oL5 er pIaceO”(p. 364). Kendon’s important con&ibution to the discussion of the Aboriginal conception of kin relationship
emphasizes the importance of the “different ways in which different km are
related to in interaction” (p. 363).
In the next chapter Kendon compares the vocabulary samples of aboriginal
sign languages and discusses their differences, which are mostly due to
geographical distance and not to spoken language differences. The comparison emphasizes the high degree of distinctiveness of the NCD languages,
which Kendon refers back to the range of functions these sign languages
fulfill. Moreover, he concludes that the NCD sign languages may be a
relatively more recent development than signs found elsewhere in Australiti.
Chapter 13 discusses Australian Aboriginal sign languages and other semiotic systems like primary sign languages and other alternate sign languages like
the sign language anlang the Plain Indians of North America, monastic sign
languages, aud oral, acoustic, and graphic language codes. This discussion
clearly reveals that for “a given semiotic system . . . medium of expression,
function, and relationship to other semiotic systems interact in a complex way
in shaping its character” (p. 439).
In the last chapter Kendon attempts to answer the question “why signing
appears to be such a widespread practice among Aborigines” (p. 12) relating
Aboriginal interaction to Aboriginal sign languages. Based on a sound review
of the basic characteristics of Aboriginal sociality as well as on an accurate
description of- the special features of AboriginaI co-present communicative
interaction, Kendon works out that
signing a,r?pears to be a medium of communictition well fitted to many of the interactiona
circumstances of _-4l,xkginal !ife. It can be slsed with a great deal of discreth,
making private
exchanges possible even in quite public circumstances; it can serve usefully 2s a mode of
.‘

.

.

.

communication
for people who are much of the time visually copresent but often at considerahlc
drstanccs from one another. nevertheless:
it can be caried in the explicitness of its performance.
and so is useful as a vehicle for tentative communications:
it hes a less personal. more objectke
and neutral character. and may thus be suitable for conveying messages in a more anonymous.
objectite style.”
(p. 460)

ThcBe functions and characteristics of the sign languages described are found
in r*erba/ varieties of a number of other Oceanic languages as well. These
verbal varieties represent cases of ‘ritual communication’ which can be defined
as “a type of strategic action that serves the function of social bonding and of
blocking aggression, that can also ban elements of danger which may afiect
the i;rlliliitinity‘s social harmony within the verbal domain just by verbalizing
these elements of danger and bringing them up for discussion” (Senft in
press). In serving these functions sign languages like the systems described by
Kendon are at least as “well fitted” (p. 456) as spoken language varietiee- Gth
respect to their function to ritualize many communicative situations and thus
to safeguard and secure the respective speech communities* common social
construction of reality.
The book ends with the two appendices to chapter 5 and chapter 9. a
bibliography, an index of signs described in the monograph, and a helpful
general index.
I would aiso like to mention that the footnotes to the !4 chapters are small
bonanzas of information for linguists and anthropologists,
and that to the
reader’s pleasure the number of typographical errors is very small (I only
counted 10 cases!). With respect to these errors I only want to correct the
following cases: p . 296 footnote 1: read Vol, 58 for Vol. 59 (reference to
Kendon 1988); p. 374: read 12.1.1 for 12.2. I ; p. 395. Fig. 12.2: ‘Palmer River’
(North Queensland) is not indicated on the map presented; p. 430: read 3.14
for 3.15; p. 436: read 13.6 for 13.7.
To sum up. endon’s monograph is not only a pioneering and fascinating
contribution to the research on Australian Aborigines, but also a landmark in
the research on non-verbal communication that establishes a high standard to
measure other contributions
to the field against. Kendon convincingly
demonstrates that basic research on nonverbal communication demands the
same linguistic expertise as research on verbal communication. Moreover. his
monograph is a perfect example of the fact that research on such topics forces
the linguist to go beyond the boundaries of her/his discipline and to prove
her/his competence as an anthrtipologist
as well. The book is excellently
planned and the precise and clear examples, figures. aiad tables make it easy
for the reader to follow the development of the arguments. It is a must for
linguists interested in sign languages and nonverbal communication.
for
anthropologists, human ethologists, and semioticians, and, if a rather personal
remark may be permitted, it was a pleasure to review such a work. I am sure
that 1 am not the only one who is again waiting rather impatiently for the

announced separate monograph in which Kendon plans to present in “a more
detailed way” (p. 262) his analyses c f the two narratives recorded in sign
language and in speech which he briefly discusses in chapter 9 of the monograph reviewed here.
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Joey Lee Dillard, Toward a social historv of American English (with a chapter
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Reviewed by Narcella Sale Musio*
The book under review presents a non-traditional approach to the problem of
the history of American English. Historians of Amkrican English have tradetionally studied it as a variety of English, arising from the development of the
regional dialects that the British immigrants brought to the New World,
Dillard proves that there is no well-grounded foundation to this type of
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